
 

 
 

 
Dear ENPC/TNCC Course Director: 
 
You have expressed an interest in becoming a Pediatric and/or Trauma State Committee Faculty member.  

The role of faculty includes teaching and/or directing ENPC/TNCC instructor courses and the mentor and 
monitor of new instructor candidates. Faculty must present ENPC/TNCC instructor course content according to 
the current edition and in accordance with the most current Administrative Procedures and to notify the course 
director of any conflict of interest and resolution with ENA staff to facilitate disclosure to students if necessary. 

Eligibility requirements are listed below and will be used in the selection process of the applicant: 

1. Must have current ENPC or TNCC provider, instructor, and course director status 
2. Must be a current ENA Member 
3. ENPC or TNCC Course director for a minimum of five (5) years 
4. Must have taught at least four (4) ENPC or TNCC provider courses in the past four (4) years 
5. Must have served as Course Director in at least (2) provider courses in the past four (4) years 
6. Must have a cumulative instructor evaluation score of 3.5 or higher within the past year 
7. Must submit a letter of intent to the State Pediatric or Trauma Chair 

Process to Achieve Faculty Status is: 

1. Actively participate as first time faculty in teaching all aspects of an instructor course with a current 
faculty member present for the entire course. 

2. The state chair or state council will ensure that the applicant is given the opportunity and support as 
first-time faculty 

3. Current ENPC or TNCC faculty in one discipline (ENPC or TNCC), who meet the eligibility 
requirements in the other course discipline only need to submit a letter of intent to the State 
Pediatric or Trauma Chair to become faculty for the other discipline. This letter must identify a 
mentor or request a mentor for the bridging faculty person’s first instructor course. The mentor does 
not need to be present for the course. 

Please complete the following application and return with your letter of intent to: 

Marilyn Enriquez - Michigan ENA State Pediatric/Trauma Committee Chair Elect 
healthedst@gmail.com 
11460 Telegraph Rd 

Taylor, MI 48180 
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STATE FACULTY APPLICATION 

 ENPC       TNCC 
(PLEASE CHECK APPLICABLE BOX) 

 

NAME:         ENA MEMBER/INSTRUCTOR#:     

ADDRESS:                

CITY/STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL CODE:           

EMAIL:              PHONE:           

1. How many years have you been an Instructor?                                         ENPC: TNCC:   

2. How many years have you been a Course Director?           ENPC: TNCC:   

3. How many provider courses have you taught in the last four (4) years?      ENPC: TNCC:    

4. Provider courses you served as Course Director in the last five (5) years? ENPC: TNCC:   

5. In the past year, what is your cumulative Instructor Evaluation Scores?      ENPC:  TNCC:  
(Obtain from ENA Nation Course Operations: 800/942-0011) 

Please use the following space to write any additional information you would like the committee to consider in 
the review of your application. 
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